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Agenda
Wednesday, August 20, 2013
6:00 PM

I. Attendance
   a. Announce Absences
   b. List Guests

II. Additions/Deletions to Agenda

III. Additions/Deletions to Minutes
   a. ROP Committee minutes from 8/7/2013

IV. Open Forum

V. Judicial Reports

VI. SGATO Report

VII. Old Business
   a. Summer Session Recap

VIII. New Business
   a. ROP Amendment Approval Voting
   b. 3rd SG Judicial Branch Summit in Tampa Campus
   c. General Business Meetings for Fall
   d. Parking Appeal Schedule for fall
   e. Planning for dates for Judicial Travel
   f. Fall Expectations and visions

IX. Announcements

X. Adjournment
Bryan Buenaventura (BB): I call this meeting to order, the time is 6:08pm. In attendance is myself Bryan Buenaventura, Daniel Shapiro (DS), Michael Kalmowicz (MK), Sammy Hamed (SH), our clerk Brandon Telchi; as guests we have Shaheen Nouri (SN), Adam Aldrich (AA), and appearing via Skype we have Corey McCance (CM) and the Chief Justice from USF St. Pete, Alex Johnson (AJ); as well as our SGATO representative Katherine Burkhard (KB). Are there any motions to move into additions/deletions to the agenda?

DS: so moved

BB: any objections? Seeing none, we are now in additions/deletions to the agenda. Actually have a motion to add to it so is there a motion-is there a motion to add bulls market to new business?

DS: so moved

BB: are there any objections to that? Seeing none, we will add- we’re going to add to new business bulls market. Is there a motion to approve? Is there a motion to approve this agenda... as it is?

MK: so moved

BB: are there any objections? Seeing none, we are now-this agenda is now approved. Is there a motion to move into additions/deletions to minutes?

MK: so moved

BB: are there any objections? Seeing none, we are now in additions/deletions to minutes. Is there a motion to approve the ROP committee minutes that we did last time?

DS: so moved

BB: are there any objections to approving them? Seeing none, we are-the minutes are now approved. Is there a motion to move into open forum?

MK: so moved

BB: are there any objections? Seeing none, we are now in open forum; does anyone have anything to say? Seeing none, is there a mot-is there a motion to move into judicial reports?

DS: so moved

BB: are there any objections? Seeing none, we are now in judicial reports. And I will start with Mr. Shapiro.

DS: haven’t been that active this past two weeks, but I’ve been working on the bull market things; I attended PLUNGE, which I believe was within a two week span, we worked on some great ideas there; but for the most part just kind of a gap week, we finished most of our summer initiatives and are moving into the next semester.
BB: alright, perfect. Mr. Kalmowicz, do you have anything to report?

MK: yeah so I emailed Lawrence Brown who is the-in charge of the veteran’s affairs. And I talked to him, as you recall about the Chili cook-off and I emailed him and he said that he’d be more than happy to get us involved. Alex can you hear me?

AJ: yeah

MK: so you got the email from Bryan right?

AJ: yeah

MK: so we’d like to get all the other branches from other campuses as well involved so if we can get your help on that with getting your branch involved and maybe the executive branch and legislative branch from your campus involved that would be great and it’s a great opportunity for outreach and we’re all set; we just need to work on planning and obviously Corey you’re in charge of cooking.

AJ: I just need the date and the location

MK: that I do not have yet.

BB: alright

MK: end report, sorry.

BB: alright perfect. Mr. Hamed do you have anything to report?

SH: sure, I’ve been keeping up with marketing to make sure they have enough parking 101 brochures to hand out to all the awesome freshman coming in; meeting with Sujit tomorrow to get our video in the Marshal Center up and running; hopefully meeting with the director of bulls radio tomorrow to see if he has any ideas to share with us, so we can maybe get our video done through him or him say something about parking appeals and things like that; and other than that, just ready for the semester.

BB: alright, perfect. Mr. McCance, do you have anything to report?

CM: yeah, just had a good time and learned a lot about the different branches from the PLUNGE event (inaudible) thank you to those who worked on it. Doing a lot of word of mouth advertising for the court with all the freshman which has been fantastic. And looking forward to winning this award for the most awesome Chili, and working on my recipe.

BB: alright, perfect. Is that all Mr. McCance?

CM: no, I would also like to say that the entire court needs training on electronics which I’d be happy to teach.
BB: alright, I’ll take note of that. If there is nothing else to report, Mr. Johnson since you are a judicial officer you can also give a report right now if you wish.

AJ: USF St. Petersburg is still in the midst of finding some replacement justices for our recent complication. That-the bills that gave us a budget was official vetoed by the president (inaudible). In better news, our senate, a few senate members told me that they found a way to line item us without having to get the approval of the president since the senate has control of the budget anyway they can add us through what we have is a CO account, so they don’t really need confirmation which is fantastic. Other than that, I recently interviewed somebody for the court and recommended to Mark that he appoint her, and hopefully he will. I can get back with you once we have our first few general assemblies to see if that nomination went through. And then also next week I have another interview; one other potential justice and another after that, after the first few general assemblies.

BB: alright, thank you. Is there a motion to move out of-or I’m sorry, I have something to report. I did outreach to the chief justice in UNF and I did get a response; and he is willing to meet with us, we just need to plan something, so that’s something that we can discuss later, and that’s something that we could include you Alex with as well as Sarasota-Manatee to go out there to UNF and visit their judicial branch to see how they are.

AJ: can I get a point of clarification? I don’t know, since I’m an ROTC student through the campus I pay ANS fees to the Tampa campus, but I’m not sure if you guys-if you can legally make an expenditure on the Sarasota-Manatee individuals that come because they don’t pay into your ANS fees.

BB: right

AJ: so if they decide to come I’m pretty sure it’s going to have to come out of their own pockets or out of their SG budget.

BB: yeah, that’s something that we could all discuss afterwards, but right now we did get a response from the UNF chief justice and he is willing to meet with us so that’s stuff that we can plan and we’re going to talk about that later in the agenda.

AJ: okay

BB: other than that, I did have something additional to report: we are going to-there’s going to be SAE elections on August 27th for the organization student automotive engineering group and they need two justices to pretty much just make sure that their elections are being held right. I would go but I actually have class during this time, so I know Shapiro’s going to go

MK: I’ll go

BB: okay so there you go, you have your two people that are going to be attending. So pretty much from what I understand you’re just going to go and make sure they’re doing everything okay and you don’t have to facilitate or anything, just make sure they’re following the right parliamentary procedures that
we’re all used to. And other than that I have nothing else to report so is there a motion to move out of judicial reports and into SGATO report?

DS: so moved

BB: are there any objections? Seeing none, we are now in SGATO report.

KB: okay, I’ll keep it pretty short. Thank you to everybody who came out for PLUNGE, I greatly appreciate the court support that day and everyone that was there. Also, for this afternoon, for everyone that came out for the kick-off, that was greatly appreciated. And just since we’re heading into the fall semester, good luck with next week and the start of classes, and the rest of the fall.

BB: alright, thank you. Is there a motion to move out of SGATO report and into old business?

DS: so moved

BB: are there any objections? Seeing none, we are now in old business and we actually have something in old business and it’s summer session recap so I’m just going to go around the room and from everybody if they can just say something what they thought they accomplished during the summer, I know we did a lot of different things, so I’ll start with myself. We did a lot of outreach, that was mostly what our main goal was: to announce our services to the other-to the students, but I think the main thing that we did was actually unify the other branches from the other campuses and got to sit down with them face-to-face and got to talk about a lot of good ideas. Mr. Shapiro?

DS: yeah, I definitely loved how we saw the outreach committee was able to facilitate doing things with the other campuses; I think that’s going to a mark that the five of us are going to leave on the future of this court, it’s something that really has never been done before and that’s something we’ve done a great job with. Another thing was the solicitor general and attorney general role; the ball is rolling with that. It was fantastic what we did a couple of weeks ago, that went really smoothly; even more smoothly than I thought it would so I think we’ve demonstrated that that is going to work and I think we’re primed to do that once we have an attorney general. Yeah, it’s been a very productive summer and I congratulate everyone on the court for how much they’ve done.

BB: alright, thank you. Mr. Kalmowicz do you have any thoughts of what we accomplished in the summer?

MK: of course branch outreach, not only to university of the Tampa students but to other branches as well and other campuses, that was great. I mean that’s something that we, like Shapiro said, leaves a mark for what we’ve done for the future of the court. Also, attending orientations and outreaching to new freshman, I think that’s going to have a significant impact this upcoming fall especially with move-in; I’m sure we’re going to have a lot of those fines coming in so we’re going to see a lot more appeals, and I think that’s another accomplishment: to give us more work Wednesday nights so awesome.

BB: perfect, Mr. Hamed?
SH: we got our video done and our brochure on the way so big shout out to Bryan for getting that done before the fall started. We’re pretty set to go on the student org initiative. We have our video to show them and stuff like that. We were in the paper this summer which was a big accomplishment; that was good for outreach. And I guess that’s it, great summer guys.

BB: Corey do you have any thoughts of what we accomplished over the summer?

CM: yeah, I agree with orientation definitely (inaudible) brand recognition of the court. Also (inaudible) Bryan and I sat down and pitched the idea of the attorney general and solicitor general.

(inaudible)

BB: very good. Now Alex do you have anything that you’d like to say about what you accomplished during the summer?

AJ: I thought it was really interesting that you invited me to do the judicial summit; I’d never even heard of such a thing happening between campuses before (inaudible) I think that was a really awesome opportunity that you were able to present to all the different campuses. So this summer unfortunately the St. Petersburg court has been very blue. I’ve been the only justice really active because of the recent complications like I said before. But I’ve been in the works with the executive branch and the legislative branch to try and remedy those complications; but other than that, it’s been a real dull summer unfortunately for St. Petersburg.

BB: okay, perfect. Now, is there a motion to close old business and move into new business?

DS: so moved

BB: are there any objections? Seeing none, we are now in new business. And now we will formally vote on our ROPs. I had sent out the formatted version of it that’s ready to be reviewed and pretty much essentially be posted online for everybody so I’m pretty sure all you guys got to look at it. This is something that we worked on all summer so now it’s come down to the line where we actually get to vote so that in can become effective at our next meeting so without further ado, is there a motion to approve these ROPs as they stand?

DS: so moved

BB: are there any objections? Speak now or forever hold your peace because we worked on these all summer... they are now approved and will be effective at our next general meeting. Good job guys.

Alright, perfect. Now we’ll talk about our judicial branch summit, which we’re going to be having next Friday here at the Tampa campus; and I’m still working out things with the Sarasota-Manatee to find out who they’re bringing and how many people they’re bringing. But I wanted to talk about what exactly it is we’re going to strive for at this meeting because I’m-I know we talked a lot of good things in the past, and I want to-we’re going to have a lot of people especially from our campus. I think it’s going to benefit the other two campuses as well so first I had a couple of questions: what do we want to accomplish at
this meeting? I think what we want to accomplish is the awareness of how we all want to start working together so did anyone else have any thoughts of what we would want to accomplish at this third summit?

DS: probably to be more focused on interfacing with the other branches

BB: okay

DS: this is the first time we’re going to have like, I think there’s going to be like senators from all the branches

BB: yeah, I know Adam you said you’re going to go right? So that’s going to be good, so you’ll get some face time with the other branches from the other campuses. Alex, what do you think we should be-what is your vision for this? Where do you think we should go for this meeting in particular?

AJ: what I think would be really important would be to make sure that not only-I believe the courts are already on the same page because just from evaluating these past few summits, we all have the same basic generic problems but each campus basically they have their own unique culture and so those problems are adjusted accordingly. But I think what’s most important is for the other two branches, and maybe you want to throw in the ERC to make it three branches; we all really need to get on the same page and to really iron out that rather than, and this is just a unique problem to my campus, maybe not yours, my campus all the branches instead of using the court as the outlet of the mediator will fight amongst themselves and that’s really not the correct process to use so I really want the other branches from all the campuses to realize that the court is the one who’s supposed to be the ref; not everybody else just duke it out and strongest man wins.

BB: right, right. And Shaheen are you planning on coming to this? Is your schedule open for Friday of next week?

SN: for Friday of the next?

BB: September 6th, yes.

SN: it should be. Because I know the other two campuses are really interested in what a solicitor general is, and I’m pretty sure they would love to hear from you; if you’re available, if not that’s fine. It would be a great opportunity to talk with the other people on the other campuses.

AJ: also what I think would be a good idea for us is to really brainstorm what else we want to try to tackle as courts. I know you guys already have parking through your campus; I’m not sure if Sarasota has anything, I’m still working on that progress, but also from what I’ve told about the FSA is that universities like UNF also their courts have the ability to accept students’ requests for grade change and so maybe we want to look into things like that. Do you want to make some type of goal as to continue what the supreme courts can actually do.

BB: right
DS: yeah, definitely.

BB: Alex do you know who all is coming from your campus?

AJ: I got-in Google calendars-I have a confirmation from my pro tempore, the senate pro tempore, I have confirmation from Krista, our vice-president, I got a maybe from Mark, I don’t know if he’s going to show up but he put a maybe; mostly likely he won’t show up but I think you all have made aware why. I’m still in the process of trying to find somebody else from the executive branch to come. My theory is that I always want the top two from each branch to come, and if not those two people you work down the chain. So next we’re trying to work with my Chief of Staff that’s through the exec and then I’ll have to talk to my Senate President and if he can’t come then I’ll work my way down senate chairman that I think would benefit from coming. I’m going to try and get my J and E chairman to come; do you guys have Judiciary and Ethics in Tampa as a separate committee?

BB: yes, we do.

AJ: okay, so I’ll try and get my J and E chairman to come as well.

BB: okay, sounds good. So just whenever you get a confirmed amount just email me so I can let the people here now who’s coming.

AJ: okay

BB: does anyone else have anything to say about our upcoming summit next Friday? Is everyone here able to make it for that? As far as court members go. Corey will you be able to come next Friday?

CM: yes.

BB: okay, I’ll put you down as confirmed.

MK: it’s the 30th right? The 30th?

KB: you mean September 6th?

BB: I’m sorry, not next week, it is for Friday September 6th

SN: Friday September 6th

BB: Friday September 6th

MK: okay, just making sure

BB: so two weeks from now?

SN: yes

BB: two weeks from now
AJ: Bryan, what's the attire going to be?

BB: just business casual

AJ: okay

SN: and the hours?

BB: we have, what we plan to do is have lunch at Top of the Palms at 1:30 that day.

AJ: and how long, what is the approximate time of when we’re going to be departing?

BB: I’m still figuring the dates out-or the times out. I know for a fact that they’re going to let us have-eat there until 2:30 so you know a good hour that we have lunch there. And we could always come up to the student government office afterwards.

AJ: yeah, that’s what I’m asking, when are we going to convene the or actually commence the summit

BB: we could do it either right after that, we could talk a little bit while we have lunch and then we could talk about other things in specific. Pretty much go by ear.

MK: we can plan that out in an itinerary if that’s what you’d prefer Alex.

DS: we’re gonna-

BB: we’re going to plan out a formal itinerary, I’m just trying to get the confirmed amount of people that are going to come first and then I’m going to send out an itinerary like I did the last two.

AJ: okay

BB: okay

AJ: where do you want us to initially meet you?

BB: at the student government office on the fourth floor.

AJ: alright

BB: where you met us last time.

AJ: okay

BB: okay. Does anyone have anything else to talk about that, about the summit? If not, then let’s move in to the next which is general business meetings for fall. Right now I have this room reserved for every week until November till the end of November; are you guys okay with meeting every week or we can just pretty much play it by ear on how fall goes. I mean if there’s some-I mean obviously if there’s not some pressing matters we’ll cancel for that week and we’ll just play it by ear. I’m just letting you guys know that I have this room reserved for that. So with that said, we can move on to parking appeal
schedules. I emailed all of you guys what the parking appeal schedule is going to be like; our first appeal is going to be on September 11th, which is on a Wednesday and they’re going to go all the way through November 20th. On the 20th we’ll probably have the appeals here because there is somebody that rented out or is using the chambers for that day—for that night, so we’ll have it here. Does anyone have any questions about that? So now we can start talking about our plans for judicial travel.

DS: sounds like we need an ad-hoc

BB: yeah, so court leadership will get together and we’ll set up a committee so we can focus on that and while we focus on general business matters in our general meetings. So does anyone have any questions or anything in regards to travelling? Is everyone okay with setting up a committee like we’ve done in the past? Okay, so we’ll do that. You’ll be getting emails about that. Now I just want to talk about our fall expectations and visions. What we plan for the future. I’ll start off. I’ll say I definitely want to get this trip going to UNF; their court over there pretty much does everything that we aspire to do, so hopefully we can get all judicial branches from each campus to go out there and see what they have to offer for us; they seem open to meet with us, so it should be a good experience and let’s try to plan the best trip we can with what we got. Shapiro do you have any expectations or visions for this fall semester?

DS: yeah, I want to continue with the increased outreach efforts of course, and I want to make sure that the cross-branch cooperation is continued and it doesn’t fizzle out; so that’ll be one of my main concerns. I also want to start focusing on jurisprudence just in case anything does come up because I don’t know if we’re like ready for an actual case yet. I know I’m going to be taking con law this semester but that’s really the first time I actually really studied how to write a supreme court decision on that so

AJ: if you’d like I can forward you the—the-my opinion from Mark’s case, if you want to see it.

DS: yeah, that’s definitely the most recent opinion in USF system so I’d love to see that.

AJ: there’s the majority opinion and then there’s my dissenting opinion; I can send you both or one or the other (inaudible) I’ll get it to you

DS: okay, definitely, thanks.

SN: also talk to me when you have a minute after the meeting or set a time and I can easily go through anything with you involving con law and any of that; we’ll fashion something together.

DS: yeah, I love that stuff so... do that, but just I want to make sure that we’re all ready for anything that comes up; any kind of case. But yeah, definitely want to see that correlation between parking appeals and increased outreach increase and I’m looking forward to students actually being represented by the solicitor general so they’re not completely clueless in parking appeals anymore. Looking forward to a great fall semester.

BB: okay, Mr. Kalmowicz, do you have any fall expectations or visions?
MK: continuation of outreach, our successful efforts that we’ve had and continue them and enhance them. Also, this is something that I’ve never really thought about during the summer for outreach but I was thinking since we’re doing a chili cook-off we should do more service outreach and continue that. The chili cook-off is a great start and I think we can do a lot more with community service outreach; that’s something we haven’t done yet. And I think it would be a good idea and try something like that to see if it works and get our name out there that way as well so… that’s something I’d like to be doing and plan on. That’s it.

BB: alright, perfect. Mr. Hamed?

SH: well I’m hoping the solicitor general/attorney general thing for parking appeals is solidified and we have a written procedures for that so we can pass it on to the courts in the years coming and that’ll just be something new and solid that we started and a mark we can leave behind. I’m also hoping we visit a lot of student orgs and do a lot of outreach this year; I’m sure we will. So I’m looking forward to the fall.

BB: alright, Corey what are your fall expectations for the next semester?

CM: (inaudible) new justices thrown in the monkey wrench sometime soon hopefully and (inaudible) cohesive group right now I really want to keep it-if the court keeps going on the track that it’s on (inaudible) and of course outreach is very important and (inaudible) know where we are and know that we’re here to help them. And I agree with Shapiro, I would like to have (inaudible) as well.

BB: okay, perfect. Alex do you have any fall expectations for your campus?

AJ: the only thing I want to say right now is I need a few more justices and to start working with my PATS. Andrew Euphrates, who most of you have met when I was recently there, has been trying to get me hooked up with my PATS so that that way he can make a proposal to them and once they accept it then I’ll have the senate write up a bill to make an internal procedure for it and then we’ll be on our way. But after that, my next goal will be, just like UNF does, how their supreme court is allowed to make ruling on grade change requests; but again that’s just going to take a little bit of time and a lot of effort, but anything can be accomplished as long as we can keep our heads on our goals.

BB: alright, thank you. And now what we’ll move on to is bulls market. And this concerns the Tampa campus for next Wednesday. That’s correct right? So next Wednesday we have a table set up. I wanted to talk about what it is, what content we want to display when we’re doing these bulls markets. It pertains to the judicial branch so in the past we’ve talked to students and give them little-ask them about the parking myths and stuff-do you have something to say?

SN: yeah, regarding that: 2000 of these were just made today.

DS: fantastic

SN: on one side is obviously my legal aid service, two birds one stone; the other side is the parking appeal
DS: this is going to be the big week when it comes to appeals.

SN: so regarding this first bulls market: this first bull market I will-it’s the only bull market I will not be available due to the fact that it’s the only one where I’ll have to be with the inter-fraternity council, but every other bulls market I will be clocked in and working on behalf of SG; however, I have 2000 of these to last hopefully as much of the semester as they can, and if not I’ll order more if need be, which should give you guys something to work with.

BB: yeah

SN: so I’ll go ahead and after this meeting I’ll get as many of them, or I’ll see you throughout the week, but I’ll get you as many as I can and as many as you need and hopefully that gives you guys something to work off of and hand out during that bulls market and continue to market this. It was slightly changed from the first one because this version will charge them first to appeal their citation as usf.edu/parking services. And then if denied to seek out my services so a little more clarified; but it’s going to be something for them-something for you to work with.

BB: we’ll be glad to hand those out

DS: yeah, I’d say rather than focus on introducing them to SG and what the court is that we should just focus everything on appeals; because first time we’re going to have a lot of people that have tickets. So just flood them

MK: yeah, that’s also the most important

SN: that’s also a great way-when you expose them to a service that they’ll utilize from the court is probably the best way to be introduced to the court instead of trying to explain something that’s not immediately relevant to them unless you make that relevant.

DS: yeah, definitely.

BB: that makes sense to me.

KB: who is planning bulls market on Wednesday? Is anybody signed up?

BB: yeah, I signed up. I’m going to be there from 9-12

KB: okay

BB: I can help set the table up and then there is a sheet inside the office so just fill in the time-slots. I believe Sammy you’re going to close it out right?

SH: yeah, 2-4

BB: 2-4. So there’s afternoon-I have an afternoon class so
MK: I’ll do 12-2 as well

BB: alright, perfect, sounds like we have a full staff. Sounds like we have a full staff for bulls market so what we want to do is definitely give out our materials. We’re going to have to see what we can do about ordering food so maybe Shapiro you and I can sit down and see what kind of food we should order for the bulls market; we’ll let you guys know when we decide.

SN: on the same note, does the court have a plan in place for bulls market? Or SG in general I should say. Bulls market? Every bulls market?

BB: yeah, that’s our plan, we want to register for each bull market and have them out there because that’s the way most of the students will be able to see us.

SN: so this would be an SG table this first table or a court table?

BB: it’s actually just a court table.

SN: okay, it’s just a court table.

BB: yeah, each branch can have their own table

SN: ok

BB: so you can actually potentially have one in the future as well, just a solicitor general one or you can have it with us.

SN: right. I think it would make a lot more sense for me to join the courts’ tables since we’re working on this, you know, why not-why complicate things so but yeah after next week I’ll be on board with every single bulls market.

BB: perfect, sounds good. We’re definitely willing to work with you on that and be out there so the students can see. Alright, did anyone else have anything else with bulls market- that pertains to bull market? I’ll-it’s pretty easy to sign up for it, Sammy and I had to do the bull market, it’s free because we’re a student organization so all it is is you just go to the website, the bull market website for the Marshal Center, and just fill in the information whoever is able to do it for that week and... Shaheen?

SN: for future reference, if anyone does not know Bob Haren in EMS, if anyone does not know him; him and everyone else in EMS, obviously they bend over backwards you know to help the students, so if there’s anything you know, you can’t get a room, or a room I’m sorry, if you can’t get a table. I’ve run into those problems sometimes and I’ve always been able to get that solved with Bob Haren right across the hall, so just I don’t know, I guess keep that in mind if you guys hit a snag.

BB: the only other thing that I wanted to say is that if we do this I suggest wearing the SG polos so we can all look uniform. And then we could also you know rent out ipads and have our video displayed on the table
DS: that’s a great idea

BB: that could be something that we could potentially do

SN: there’s also—there’s also a television that I saw floating around—I mean there was a television that was purchased

MK: on (inaudible) desk

SN: on the CFO’s desk

BB: yeah

SN: I mean, why not?

BB: yeah, sounds good to me.

SN: if it’s available. I’m not even sure what it was purchased for but I know that there is a physical television somewhere in this building for some kind of purpose that is relevant to us so... you could always use that to you know...

KB: and I’m assuming you’re also going to be taking the parking brochure?

BB: yes

KB: and don’t forget for everyone that will be there to bring business cards.

BB: yeah, so everybody that goes make sure you take our business cards; we’ll definitely be giving out a bunch of our parking 101 pamphlets and let’s see if there’s something we can do with this TV or have ipads out there.

SN: and, I’m sorry, as far as this goes, if parking appeals does become I guess a headline point of bulls market or any sort of tabling with the court, we might want to consider getting-through marketing’s budget—getting a small banner made, you know, (inaudible) between 30 or 60 dollars whether it’s downstairs or image depot, whoever, a small banner, very simple just “parking citations”

DS: that’s a great idea

SN: because if I were to be walking as a student, that’s one thing students care about. Everyone will inevitably get a ticket at some point, except for Mr. Chief Justice but you know, I think that might make it pop and they might be a little less apprehensive and come see what it is if they can tell that it’s of service to them from far away. So if you guys want to look into that I’d be happy to, just let me know. I’d be happy to you know put in the leg-work.

BB: perfect, let’s definitely look into that and see what kind of sign we can get. Other than that, is there anything else in bull market that anyone else wanted to address? I think we got most of the stuff done.
This was a longer meeting since it was our first general meeting back since the start of summer so without further ado, is there a motion to close new business and move into announcements unless anyone has anything in new business?

MK: so moved

BB: alright, seeing none, we are now in announcements. Does anyone have anything to announce? Okay, is there a motion to move to close announcements and move into adjournment?

SH: so moved

BB: are there any objections? Seeing none, we are now adjourned at 6:44pm